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Good afternoon Chairman Goodlatte, Ranking Member Conyers, and distinguished 
Members of the Committee, and thank you for the opportunity to testify on behalf of the 
Department of Justice.  Americans’ safety and privacy is under attack by criminals who use the 
Internet to communicate and conspire, to commit serious criminal offenses, and to hide evidence.  
The need for effective, efficient, and lawful access to data in criminal investigations is 
paramount in the digital age.  Obstacles to obtaining such electronic evidence jeopardize 
investigations into every category of criminal activity – including terrorism, financial fraud, drug 
trafficking, child sexual exploitation, human trafficking, and computer hacking.  

A recent case from the Second Circuit has effectively hamstrung the ability of law 
enforcement to obtain data from U.S. communications service providers who store data outside 
the United States.  This is a tremendous problem that is becoming more acute by the day.  In my 
testimony today, I will outline the substantial harms to public safety that the Second Circuit’s 
decision in Microsoft v. United States, 829 F.3d 197 (2d Cir. 2016) has created. 

The United States is not alone in facing obstacles to obtaining electronic evidence outside 
its territory by providers serving millions of its residents.  Countries around the world rely on 
data held by U.S. communications service providers to protect their legitimate public safety 
interests. However, the Stored Communications Act may preclude U.S. service providers from 
disclosing U.S.-stored data to foreign countries pursuant to lawful foreign orders.  In these 
instances, the foreign authority would likely use the formal mutual legal assistance process to 
obtain the data. Yet the Second Circuit’s decision has hindered our ability to obtain content data 
from U.S. providers on behalf of our foreign partners, just as it has in U.S. investigations. 

We welcome Congress’s attention to this important problem that endangers our public 
safety and national security. We appreciate the complexities of this issue, and hope to work with 
you, industry, and the relevant stakeholders to find the best solution.  What we must avoid, 
however, are proposed solutions that do not provide investigators with effective and timely 



access to digital evidence or cede control over U.S. investigations to foreign governments.  Any 
solution must also address the serious challenges that our allies have in gaining access to data 
stored in the United States for their criminal investigations, while also seeking to protect 
legitimate privacy interests.  Additionally, several prominent U.S. companies have expressed that 
conflicts of law that arise from foreign orders for disclosure of content data is a serious problem 
that can present an obstacle to their ability to compete for business abroad, and we believe it is 
important to address these concerns in any legal regime that is developed. 

Therefore, on May 24, 2017, the Department, on behalf of the Administration, 
transmitted a legislative proposal to Congress to build a new framework for effective, efficient 
cross-border access to data that protects both legitimate privacy interests and our public safety 
and national security, and benefits U.S. business interests as well.  That proposal can be found in 
Appendix A. In my testimony today, I will discuss the legislative foundation for this new 
international framework which begins with legislation to fix the problems created by the 
Microsoft decision. 

I. Obstacles to Access of Electronic Evidence Across Borders 

A. The Microsoft decision and U.S. access to foreign-stored data 

For over thirty years, U.S. courts have issued warrants under the Stored Communications 
Act (“SCA”, 18 U.S.C. §§ 2701, et seq.) that require U.S. providers (such as Google and 
Microsoft) to disclose emails and other electronic information in their custody to U.S. authorities 
to be searched for evidence of crime.  In July 2016, the Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit 
for the first time held that Congress did not intend the SCA to require providers to disclose 
information in their custody that is stored on computers outside the United States.  Microsoft v. 
United States, 829 F.3d 197 (2d Cir. 2016). Therefore the government was unable to compel 
Microsoft to produce data it had stored in Ireland, even though the magistrate judge had found 
probable cause to believe that evidence of a crime would be found.  In January 2017, the Second 
Circuit (in a rare 4-4 split decision in which all four dissenting judges wrote separately) decided 
not to rehear the case en banc. However, all opinions filed, including those of judges who voted 
against rehearing, emphasized that the result was unsatisfactory and that Congress should 
address the issue.  In re Warrant to Search a Certain E-Mail Account Controlled and Maintained 
by Microsoft, No. 14-2985, 2017 WL 362765 (2d Cir. Jan. 24, 2017).   

The Second Circuit’s decision, as Judge Gerard Lynch wrote in his concurrence to the 
panel decision, should not “be regarded as a rational policy outcome.”  On the contrary, as four 
judges observed in dissenting from the denial of rehearing en banc, it “has substantially 
burdened the government’s legitimate law enforcement efforts, created a roadmap for the 
facilitation of criminal activity, and impeded programs to protect the national security of the 
United States and its allies.”  Microsoft, 2017 WL 362765, at *2-3 (Cabranes, J., dissenting). 
The decision also does not enhance privacy.  It involved a warrant that met all of the 
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constitutional and statutory protections built into U.S. law.  Indeed, requiring foreign legal 
process to access the data—as the court’s opinion suggests is required—would not enhance 
privacy protections for U.S. persons.  Foreign legal standards are no more demanding—and often 
are less demanding—than U.S. standards. 

Although the Microsoft decision is binding only in the Second Circuit, Microsoft and a 
number of other providers are applying the decision on a nationwide basis, and refusing to turn 
over data stored on their servers abroad in response to SCA warrants.  The decision has already 
prevented the U.S. government from obtaining data necessary for criminal investigations across 
the United States and for our foreign partners pursuant to mutual legal assistance requests. The 
Department urges Congress to re-examine this issue and pass legislation that clarifies that 
compliance with SCA warrants requires providers to disclose data in their custody and control, 
wherever it is located. 

The Department has responded by filing a series of motions in districts outside of the Second 
Circuit seeking to enforce court orders requiring the disclosure of data without regard to where a 
provider chooses to move it.  Other judges examining the Second Circuit’s ruling have 
concluded that its reasoning is flawed and creates results that Congress could not have intended.   
In all of the cases decided thus far, the government has prevailed.   

 On February 3, 2017, the Department received its first ruling in this series of 
challenges—a decision rejecting the Second Circuit’s position from Magistrate Judge 
Rueter of the Eastern District of Pennsylvania.  Judge Rueter declined to follow the 
Microsoft ruling, noting that the decision would entirely foreclose the government from 
obtaining foreign stored data from Google—a result that Congress could not have 
intended. See In re Search Warrant No. 16-960-M-01 to Google, No. 16-1061-M, 2017 
WL 471564 (E.D. Pa. Feb. 3, 2017). 

 On February 21, 2017, Magistrate Judge Duffin of the Eastern District of Wisconsin 
authorized warrants under the SCA for one Yahoo and two Google accounts.  In 
authorizing the warrants, Judge Duffin issued a public opinion stating that when a 
“service provider is subject to the jurisdiction of the court, the court may lawfully order 
that service provider to disclose, consistent with the SCA, that which it can access and 
deliver within the United States” and that it “is immaterial where the service provider 
chooses to store its customer’s data; what matters is the location of service provider.” In 
re: Information associated with one Yahoo email address that is stored at premises 
controlled by Yahoo and In re: Two email accounts stored at Google, Inc., 2017 WL 
706307 (E.D.Wisc. Feb. 21, 2017).  

 On April 7, 2017, Magistrate Judge Smith of the Middle District of Florida similarly 
issued an order authorizing the issuance of a warrant under the SCA for information 
associated with a Yahoo account. Judge Smith held that the Second Circuit ruling was 
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wrongly decided, reasoning that, “[b]ecause the focus of § 2703 [of the SCA] is on 
compelled disclosure, and the compulsion takes place in the United States, I find the 
application of § 2703 in this case is not extraterritorial.”  In the matter of the search of 
premises located at: [redacted]@yahoo.com, stored at premises owned, maintained, 
controlled, or operated by Yahoo, Inc., Case No. 6:17-mj-1238 (M.D. Fla. Apr. 7, 2017).  

 On April 19, 2017, Magistrate Judge Beeler of the Northern District of California also 
declined to follow the Second Circuit, instead agreeing with the four judges who 
dissented from the denial of rehearing en banc that the disclosure of information from a 
company’s United States headquarters is a domestic application of the SCA.  Judge 
Beeler reasoned, “[e]ven if the SCA’s focus is privacy, the warrant requirement – with its 
attendant requirement of probable cause – protects privacy. Moreover, an SCA warrant is 
not a search warrant in the classic sense: the government does not search a location or 
seize evidence. Instead, the conduct relevant to the focus – and what the SCA seeks to 
regulate – is disclosure of the data in the service provider’s possession.”  In the matter of 
the search of content that is stored at premises controlled by Google, Case No. 16-mc-
80263 (N.D. Cal. Apr. 19, 2017). 

 On June 2, 2017, Magistrate Judge G. Michael Harvey of the District of the District of 
Columbia issued an order holding that the Government can, pursuant to a SCA warrant, 
require Google to produce information within its possession, custody, or control 
regardless of whether such data is stored within the territorial boundaries of the United 
States. The court reasoned that because the SCA requires providers to disclose 
information in response to a valid warrant, and that disclosure occurs in the United States, 
such disclosure is a domestic application of the statute regardless of from where a 
provider must retrieve the information.  The court noted that application of the Second 
Circuit’s decision to Google “would effectively leave law enforcement with no means of 
obtaining data stored on Google’s foreign-based servers,” which would “not only obstruct 
the efforts of law enforcement in the United States, but also the efforts of foreign 
investigative bodies seeking evidence on Google’s servers outside the United States to 
advance their own investigations.” In re Search of Information Associated with 
[redacted]@gmail.com that is Stored at Premises Controlled by Google, Inc., Case No. 
16-mj-757 (GMH) (D.D.C. June 2, 2017) 

As every judge outside the Second Circuit to write an opinion on the issue has 
recognized, the principal flaw in the Microsoft decision is the court’s finding that requiring 
Microsoft to gather data from its servers abroad would constitute an extraterritorial application of 
the SCA. Because the required disclosure of data in the Microsoft case would occur in the 
United States, the enforcement of the warrant is, in fact, a domestic application of the SCA. The 
government applied for the warrant in the United States, the magistrate judge issued it in the 
United States, and it was served on Microsoft in the United States.  Moreover, the data sought in 
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the warrant is readily accessible to Microsoft’s domestic employees using a computer in the 
United States and, once produced, would be reviewed by the FBI in the United States.   

Although the government has prevailed in all of the more recent cases in lower courts, the 
providers continue to adhere to the Second Circuit’s ruling and have appealed other decisions.  In 
the meantime, the providers are still withholding access to data that they have chosen to store 
overseas that law enforcement needs for criminal investigations across the country.  

In litigation with the Department, Google has acknowledged that data on its network is in 
near-constant transit and is moved between servers and across borders automatically.  Google 
has also conceded that data associated with a single Google account is frequently stored across 
numerous servers in different countries.  In a recent case, Google responded to a Department-
issued SCA warrant by providing email messages stripped of many attachments, explaining that 
while the bodies of the emails were stored domestically, the attachments were stored abroad.  
The Department’s inability to compel Google – as well as any other provider that structures its 
network similarly to Google’s – to produce the full content of user accounts is a sea change that 
continues to harm countless law enforcement investigations. 

The Department is aware of dozens of investigations, across the country, in every judicial 
circuit, in which the impact of the Microsoft decision has frustrated those investigations and 
risked thwarting the pursuit of justice. 

 In a drug trafficking investigation involving targets in the United States, Canada, 
and China, a search warrant issued to and served on Microsoft returned no email 
content, and Microsoft indicated that it had stored the content overseas.  
Investigators need the content to identify suppliers and customers. 

 In the investigation of a person in the U.S. suspected of sex trafficking by force, 
fraud and coercion, the defendant was arrested and his phone searched pursuant to 
a warrant, which revealed photos and videos depicting beatings of trafficked 
women.  A warrant was issued to and served on Google for the content of the 
defendant’s account, and Google withheld the content of photo and video albums 
in the information returned.  The defendant ultimately pleaded guilty, but the 
withheld Google content would have been vital had the defendant successfully 
moved to suppress the evidence obtained during the phone search.  Despite the 
fact that there is probable cause to believe that relevant evidence is in the custody 
of a U.S.-based service provider, Google, the true extent of the evidence of 
criminal acts contained in the defendant’s Google account is unknown. 

 In a child exploitation case, a U.S. defendant was arrested and a search warrant 
was issued to Google for the content of the defendant’s account.  Google withheld 
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image attachments in the information returned.  The investigators need the photos 
to identify and locate child victims.  

 In an investigation involving a foreign national located in the U.S. who was 
unlawfully accessing a Federal Government database using stolen identities, 
investigators obtained a search warrant for several Microsoft email accounts 
believed to contain stolen means of identification and information used to commit 
Federal tax refund fraud. Microsoft withheld some responsive content, and 
informed investigators that the missing content was stored overseas. Based on 
data obtained from other service providers, investigators believe the missing 
Microsoft data would provide additional evidence of criminal activity and assist 
with identifying other co-conspirators in the scheme.  

 In another child exploitation investigation, the court issued and investigators 
served a warrant to Google, and Google withheld images stored in the suspect’s 
Google Drive. Investigators need the withheld images to test the veracity of the 
suspect’s statement that he did not possess any child pornography images of the 
minor child with whom he had been living. The target is in the U.S.   

 In the investigation of a fugitive wanted for cutting off his electronic monitoring 
device and absconding before trial in a child pornography case, investigators 
issued a search warrant to Google for email and other content that could prove 
helpful in locating the fugitive.  Google withheld all content, and stated in a cover 
letter that it had stored the fugitive’s content outside the United States. The 
fugitive remains at large. 

 In yet another child exploitation investigation, a search warrant issued to Google 
resulted in returned information that included several images and videos of child 
sexual exploitation. The target was indicted and arrested based on this 
information, and consented to a search of his email account.  That search revealed 
a trove of additional images of child exploitation that had not been turned over by 
Google, including images of infant rape.   

This is merely a sampling of the many investigations frustrated by the effect of the 
Microsoft decision. The impacted investigations run the gamut – from child exploitation and 
human trafficking, to firearms and drug smuggling, to tax fraud, computer fraud, and identity 
theft. These cases directly affect public safety and may even affect national security. While the 
most obvious impact of the Microsoft decision may be to frustrate investigations of foreign 
nationals targeting U.S. victims, these examples make clear that the Microsoft decision also 
thwarts or delays investigations even where the victim, the offender, and the account holder are 
all within the United States. 
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Some have looked at the international mutual legal assistance (“MLA”) process as an 
alternative means for the government to obtain the overseas data it seeks.  Pursuant to the MLA 
process, U.S. investigators can ask foreign authorities to gather evidence in their home countries 
and supply it to us. However, the United States maintains bilateral MLA treaties with less than 
one-half of the world’s countries. Moreover, even when a treaty is in place, the MLA process can 
lack the requisite efficiency for time-sensitive investigations and other emergencies, making it an 
impractical alternative to SCA warrants in many cases.  Among other hurdles, some domestic 
providers—including Google—permit only their U.S.-based personnel to access user data in 
response to law enforcement requests.  This renders MLA requests futile because foreign 
authorities have no ability to obtain the evidence on our behalf.  As I will discuss in more detail, 
other countries do not restrict their own ability to demand data stored outside their borders, and 
in fact the Microsoft decision takes us outside established international norms in this respect. 

B. Access by foreign governments to U.S.-located data 

The United States is not alone in confronting serious challenges to gathering the 
electronic evidence necessary to enforce essential laws in an increasingly international and 
digital age. Foreign governments investigating criminal activity taking place within their borders 
are increasingly concerned about their ability to obtain access to electronic evidence from U.S. 
companies that provide electronic communications services to millions of their citizens and 
residents.  In fact, the Committee supporting the Budapest Cybercrime Convention is considering 
whether an additional Protocol to that Convention is necessary to address these issues.  Often this 
data is stored or accessible only in the United States, where U.S. law, including the SCA, limits 
the companies’ ability to disclose it.   

The MLA process has frequently been the only mechanism that can provide foreign 
countries with access to this data, though its structure was not devised to handle the growing 
demands for digital evidence.  Already, the Department faces significant challenges in 
responding to the enormous volume of foreign demands with the requisite speed.  Moreover, the 
MLA process has been further frustrated by the Microsoft decision which impedes the ability of 
our foreign partners to obtain evidence needed to protect their law enforcement and national 
security interests. For example, in response to an MLA request from a foreign authority, the U.S. 
has no way to issue orders to U.S. providers to obtain data that they control but may be stored 
abroad. Our foreign law enforcement partners are increasingly frustrated that U.S. providers 
often cannot be compelled by the United States to produce data they seek for important criminal 
investigations and prosecutions, especially when the providers cannot even tell them where the 
data they require is stored. 

This situation is one of several concerns that encourages countries to adopt data 
localization policies, which place a significant burden on American providers and disadvantage 
U.S. law enforcement.  Moreover, the United States is not the only country that has recognized 
the legitimate need to compel providers subject to its jurisdiction to provide evidence from 
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abroad in investigations of serious crime.  Even before the Microsoft decision, foreign countries 
across the globe have passed their own domestic laws to compel providers with customers in 
their territory—including U.S. companies—to disclose data.  In the absence of a Microsoft fix, 
the pressure foreign countries face to implement and utilize such laws will only increase.   

This dynamic presents challenges.  Our companies may face conflicting legal obligations 
when foreign governments require them to disclose electronic data in the United States that U.S. 
law prohibits them from disclosing.  This legal conflict can occur even if the request is made 
pursuant to lawful process in the foreign country, involves communications between foreign 
nationals abroad, and concerns criminal activities outside the United States with no relation to 
this country other than the fact that the service provider stores the data in the United States.  In 
addition to harming our allies’ efforts to investigate terrorism and other serious crimes, this can 
put our companies in a difficult position.  They must either comply with a foreign order, and risk 
a violation of U.S. law, or refuse to comply and risk violating a foreign law. 

The experience of the United Kingdom illustrates why this scenario can be so 
problematic.  A significant portion of the electronic communications service providers used by 
the U.K. public are based in, and store their data in, the United States (or elsewhere outside the 
United Kingdom).  As a result, U.K. authorities must frequently come to the United States to 
access data located here, even if it is relevant to the investigation of conduct taking place entirely 
outside of the United States and is not related to any U.S. persons.  If the data happens to be 
stored in the United States, U.S. law would control the manner in which that data is available to 
U.K. authorities, even if only British citizens are involved, the threat is directly to the United 
Kingdom, and the conduct is taking place entirely outside the United States.  U.K. investigators 
may find their investigations delayed by the cumbersome MLA process even despite the U.S. 
Government’s best efforts to process requests expeditiously.  Or, it may be thwarted altogether 
by the Microsoft decision. 

The effects of such conflicts are felt acutely by many of our foreign law enforcement 
partners. They also present unique challenges for U.S. providers who wish to compete for 
overseas customers, but store data in the United States.  Our foreign partners and many U.S. 
communications providers continue to voice concern that the status quo is unsustainable.  It 
undermines efforts by our foreign partners to protect their citizens, just as it would for U.S. 
authorities to protect Americans.  It gives other countries strong incentives to require data 
localization. And it exposes U.S. providers to potential enforcement actions and fines by foreign 
countries for adhering to U.S. law. The Microsoft decision compounds all of these harms. 

II. The Path Forward 

The current situation presents significant challenges.  As all of the judges involved in the 
Second Circuit decision indicated, Congress should address the ongoing and substantial damage 
to public safety caused by the Microsoft decision, and it should act swiftly.  However, the 
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Department has significant concerns about some efforts that have been contemplated to address 
the problem.  The issue is complex, and solutions must take into consideration the possible 
ramifications and consequences.  I will discuss some of these concerns in my remaining 
testimony.  Then, I will describe our work on a solution to collectively address both the urgent 
need of U.S. investigators to access data outside the United States and that of foreign countries to 
access data held by U.S. providers. 

A. Principles that Should Govern a Solution 

When crafting a solution to the problems created by the Second Circuit’s Microsoft 
decision, we believe Congress should be guided by several principles. In the Department’s view, 
some previous legislative proposals attempting to address this solution have not fully addressed 
these concerns:  

 First, a solution must permit law enforcement investigators effectively to obtain 
digital evidence without undue delay.  Waiting months for evidence critical to solving 
fast-moving investigations – such as terrorism, computer intrusion, and child sexual 
exploitation cases, just to name a few – is dangerous and harmful to the safety and 
security of Americans. 

 Second, reliance solely on the MLA process cannot be the solution.  Even with our 
closest partners, lengthy delays occur.  For example, Ireland—where Microsoft has 
indicated it stores its European customers’ data—has reported that the average 
response times for routine requests are 15-18 months. And we do not have MLA 
treaties with many countries.  The MLA process nonetheless remains a vital tool, and 
we look forward to continuing to work with you to improve its efficiency and 
effectiveness. 

 Third, a solution cannot grant foreign governments a veto authority over U.S. 
criminal investigations.  It makes no sense to allow China or Russia, for example, the 
authority to prevent U.S. officers from obtaining data pursuant to SCA warrants in 
relation to violations of U.S. criminal law committed by their nationals and/or persons 
located in their jurisdictions. 

 Fourth, a solution must take into account the reality that investigators often will not 
know the identity, nationality, or location of the account holder.  Suspects commonly 
use the anonymity provided by internet tools to conceal themselves and their 
locations. The use of warrants under the SCA is often aimed at uncovering these 
critical facts. 

 Fifth, a solution should avoid creating an incentive for other countries to create “data 
localization” laws. Such laws are burdensome on U.S. providers, limit access to 
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evidence needed to assure public safety, and have been called out by the U.S. Trade 
Representative as a key barrier to trade. (For example, see the March 2017 Fact Sheet 
by the Office of the U.S. Trade Representative (“USTR”) available online at: 
https://ustr.gov/about-us/policy-offices/press-office/fact-sheets/2017/march/key-
barriers-digital-trade.)  

 Sixth, a solution should not grant benefits or protections to foreigners that are not also 
granted to U.S. citizens and residents. We believe that some proposals that have been 
advanced would afford protections to non-U.S. citizens and residents that exceed 
those afforded to U.S. citizens and residents. 

The Department believes that these principles can guide a legislative solution that protects public 
safety and national security, allows U.S. industry to compete globally, and provides a clear set of 
rules to guide access to data by both domestic law enforcement and our international partners. 

B. Proposed Solutions 

Some countries, like the United States, may have privacy laws that prevent disclosure of 
electronic data in response to foreign legal process.  Conflicts of law in this area are traditionally 
avoided through mechanisms such as prosecutorial discretion, court supervision, diplomacy, and 
economic considerations.  Strictly limiting the reach of U.S. law to avoid potential conflicts with 
foreign laws would thus not be consistent with international practice; to the contrary, it would 
make the United States an outlier by unilaterally hobbling our own public safety functions, 
including in scenarios where no conflict is presented. 

Accordingly, Congress should consider targeted amendments to the SCA that will 
provide for the legitimate needs of law enforcement agencies in the United States to obtain, 
through lawful process, electronic communications stored abroad that are relevant to U.S. 
criminal investigations, as well as address foreign countries’ legitimate public safety needs.  At 
the same time, it should reduce the chance that providers will be caught in conflicting obligations 
between U.S. and foreign laws. 

To address the first issue, we recommend a simple legislative fix to make clear that SCA 
warrants can be used to obtain data under a provider’s custody or control, even if it is stored 
abroad. To address the needs of foreign countries and providers facing a conflict of laws, we 
recommend a new bilateral data-sharing framework that would protect both American and 
foreign citizens’ privacy interests. 

Legislative solution to the Microsoft decision

 As  the  Microsoft decision fundamentally rests on statutory interpretation, Congress can 
correct it through a clarifying amendment to the statute.  The Department has proposed a simple 
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legislative amendment, a new proposed section 2713 of Title 18, that would make clear that SCA 
warrants can be used to obtain data under a provider’s custody or control, even if it is located 
abroad. This amendment can be found in Appendix A.  For years, providers routinely complied 
with SCA warrants, even for data that was stored outside the United States.  The amendment 
would restore that practice by explicitly requiring providers subject to the jurisdiction of the 
United States to produce data pursuant to appropriate SCA process, even if the provider chooses 
to store that data outside the United States.  In this manner, the amendment would ensure that 
SCA warrants remain subject to the traditional rules for compulsory process, under which “[t]he 
test for the production of documents is control, not location.” In re Grand Jury Subpoena 
Directed to Marc Rich & Co., A.G., 707 F.2d 663, 667 (2d Cir. 1983), cert. denied, 463 U.S. 
1215 (1983). This amendment would affirm the domestic application of the SCA and clarify that 
responding to lawful process for data under a provider’s custody or control does not constitute an 
extraterritorial application of the SCA. 

Arguments against legislative solutions 

Many, including providers like Microsoft, have argued that the use of SCA warrants to 
compel disclosure of data under a provider’s custody or control, regardless of location, would 
place providers in an untenable position because of conflicting laws in other jurisdictions, but 
that concern is overstated for several reasons.  First, in many cases, where the foreign country’s 
law does not prohibit the production of data stored in its territory, American providers would not 
face any conflict of law if required to produce data stored outside the United States to American 
law enforcement authorities pursuant to SCA process.  In the years prior to the Microsoft 
decision, the Department is not aware of any instance in which a provider has informed the 
Department or a court that production pursuant to the SCA of data stored outside the United 
States would place the provider in conflict with local law.   

Second, in the event there were a true conflict of laws, the Department would have the 
discretion whether to make a request, and to narrow or modify the request in a manner that 
avoids the conflict. The Department often confronts such situations in its cross-border 
investigations, particularly those involving records held by large financial institutions, and has 
typically been able to resolve them through closer inquiry or good-faith negotiation.  Thus, 
ensuring the ability to compel production of foreign stored data does not imply that such 
authority will be used in a manner that creates conflict with other countries; in practice, the 
power is exercised with great restraint and such conflicts are exceedingly rare. 

And third, even in the small number of cases in which a resolution is not reached, neither 
the longstanding interpretation of the SCA nor our proposal would give the Department 
unilateral authority to compel production in the face of a conflict of laws.  Rather, when 
considering whether to enforce compulsory process for information located outside the United 
States “where such production would violate the law of the state in which the documents are 
located,” courts apply a multi-factor balancing test based on the Restatement of the Foreign 
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Relations Law of the United States. United States v. Davis, 767 F.2d 1025, 1033 (2d Cir. 1985). 
Under that test, courts balance factors such as “the vital national interests of each of the states”, 
“the extent and the nature of the hardship that inconsistent enforcement actions would impose”, 
“the extent to which the required conduct is to take place in the territory of the other state”, “the 
nationality of the person”, and “the extent to which enforcement by action of either state can 
reasonably be expected to achieve compliance with the rule prescribed by that state.”  Id. at 
1034. Those principles would continue to apply to SCA warrants, and would ensure appropriate 
respect for international comity without unnecessarily harming American public safety.  By 
contrast, significantly impairing U.S. authorities’ ability to obtain data stored outside the United 
States creates substantial harms even in cases where there is no colorable conflict of laws. 

Nor would reinstating the status quo compromise international practice.  As noted above, 
in many, if not most cases, enforcement of SCA process for data stored outside the United States 
would not create any conflict between American and foreign law, and would thus not implicate 
comity concerns in the first instance.  But even if such a conflict may exist, the Executive Branch 
is well-suited to weigh international comity concerns and discern when to assert American 
interests, as it routinely does in cross-border contexts other than the SCA, such as subpoenas to 
financial institutions and other multi-national enterprises where foreign laws may restrict 
disclosure. Indeed, the Department has a rigorous internal review and approval process for 
requests by prosecutors to compel foreign companies subject to United States jurisdiction to 
produce records located outside the United States. See U.S. Attorneys’ Manual 9-13.525; 
Criminal Resource Manual 279.  This process takes into account such factors as the timely 
availability of alternative methods for obtaining the records, the indispensability of the records to 
the success of the investigation or prosecution, and the need to protect against the destruction of 
records located abroad. 

In this manner, American law is similar to that of other countries around the world that 
assert authority to compel the production of data stored outside their territory, but that—like the 
U.S.—take a more calibrated approach when that authority may result in a conflict of laws.  
Thus, concerns that reinstating the status quo will result in a “Wild West” scenario are 
overstated. Countries including Australia, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, Colombia, Denmark, 
France, Ireland, Mexico, Montenegro, Norway, Peru, Portugal, Serbia, Spain, the United 
Kingdom, and others already assert the authority to compel production of data stored abroad 
under their own laws. See, e.g., Winston Maxwell & Christopher Wolf, A Global Reality: 
Governmental Access to Data in the Cloud, 2-3 (Hogan Lovells) (Updated 18 July 2012) 
(“Notably, every single country that we examined vests authority in the government to require a 
Cloud service provider to disclose customer data in certain situations, and in most instances this 
authority enables the government to access data physically stored outside the country’s borders, 
provided there is some jurisdictional hook, such as the presence of a business within the 
country’s borders.”). Indeed, the 50 countries around the world – including the United States -- 
that have joined the Budapest Convention have agreed that national laws should contain the 
authority for legal process to compel providers in their territory that have possession and control 
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over digital evidence to disclose it, even when the provider chooses to store that data outside of 
the country.  In the face of this widespread practice, restricting the United States’ ability to 
obtain data stored abroad would amount to a unilateral limitation with considerable disadvantage 
and no benefit to the American people.   

Bilateral frameworks for cross-border data sharing 

Addressing the significant public safety consequences of the Microsoft decision is an 
urgent priority. But we must also do more to meet the legitimate public safety needs of other 
countries that require access to evidence that happens to be stored or accessible in the United 
States, without compromising users’ legitimate privacy interests.  And we must recognize that 
U.S. service providers seeking to compete in a global marketplace may, in some instances, face 
conflicting legal obligations from the many nations in which they choose to do business, and 
minimize those conflicts where possible.  Finding solutions that satisfy both the American people 
and our allies may be difficult, but we are committed to improving current processes. 

In particular, we recommend enacting and implementing legislation for a framework 
under which U.S. providers could disclose data directly to a foreign government for serious 
criminal investigations when that government is targeting accounts of non-U.S. persons outside 
the United States, provided that the United States has concluded that the foreign country’s laws 
adequately protect privacy and civil liberties.  The framework would require that the foreign 
government obtain authorization to access the data under its own legal system, which must 
include review or oversight by an independent authority, require sufficient cause and meet other 
legal requirements.   

It would not permit bulk data collection and would not permit foreign-government 
targeting of any U.S. persons or persons known to be located in the United States.  Moreover, it 
would not impose any new obligations on providers at all under U.S. law; instead, any 
requirement to comply with the foreign order would derive solely from the requesting country’s 
law. 

The framework would, in turn, permit reciprocal access for U.S. law enforcement to data 
stored abroad free of any legal barriers that foreign law might otherwise erect, provided that 
Congress first restores such authority.  This access will become increasingly important for data 
located beyond U.S. borders and subject to foreign law.  Under this approach, the United States 
and a foreign government can negotiate a bilateral agreement setting forth the terms for cross-
border access to data, but only with those countries who share the United States’ commitment to 
the rule of law and respect for privacy and civil liberties.  These agreements would also be 
subject to audit and periodic renewal to ensure that they are being properly implemented.  

The United States has for some time been working on a proposed agreement of this sort 
with the United Kingdom, which has made clear that its inability to access data from U.S. 
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providers in an efficient and effective way poses a very serious threat to public safety and 
national security in the United Kingdom. The United Kingdom has indicated that this framework 
is of utmost importance, which is underscored by the appearance and testimony of Paddy 
McGuinness at this hearing today.  If the approach proves successful, we would consider it for 
other appropriate countries as well. 

This approach would require amendments to U.S. law, the Wiretap Act, the Stored 
Communications Act, and the Pen Register Statute.  The amendments would lift the statutory 
prohibition on disclosure of communications data for lawful requests from a foreign partner with 
which the United States has a satisfactory executive agreement. 

To succeed, any framework must establish adequate baselines for protecting privacy and 
civil liberties, both through the agreement and implementing legislation.  For example, 
legislation should require the foreign country’s law to have in place appropriate substantive and 
procedural protections for privacy and civil liberties; it should require robust targeting and 
minimization procedures to prevent the targeting of, and ensure the protection of, U.S. person 
data; and it should require appropriate safeguards concerning the use of the data that is 
disclosed. In this way, the framework would ensure that there are sufficient protections for 
privacy and civil liberties, while permitting countries to maintain appropriate checks and 
balances for doing so within their existing legal framework.  The framework would not require 
our foreign partners to adhere to standards that mirror the American legal system.  However, we 
expect that one of the benefits of creating such a framework would be to encourage other 
interested countries to improve their legal protections for communications data to a higher level 
in order to be eligible for a similar arrangement.  Thus, privacy standards abroad could be 
significantly enhanced. 

There are a number of additional benefits to such a framework.  Importantly, it would 
support our partners’ ability to investigate serious crime, including terrorism and other 
transnational crimes—threats that may, in turn, also affect Americans at home and abroad.  It is 
expected to decrease the existing burden on the MLA process.  It would reduce the impetus for 
foreign countries to implement data localization policies, which would be harmful to U.S. 
commercial interests and public safety and national security, while encouraging them to develop 
stronger privacy protections. If Congress acts to address the Second Circuit’s Microsoft 
decision, the new international framework would also help to secure reciprocal access for the 
United States to data abroad in an efficient, effective, and privacy-respecting manner.  And it 
would help obviate a potential obstacle to U.S. communications service providers’ ability to 
compete for global business by reducing the risk that providers face from potential international 
conflicts of laws. 

* * * 
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The two-part legislative proposal that the Department has transmitted to Congress and 
that I have discussed here today represents an opportunity for Congress to meet the urgent public 
safety needs of the United States while furthering legitimate access to data for our foreign law 
enforcement partners, removing conflicts of laws faced by providers, relieving pressure on data 
localization, and incentivizing new protections for privacy and civil liberties around the world.  
The Department appreciates the opportunity to further discuss these complex issues with you, 
and we look forward to continuing to work with you, industry, and other relevant stakeholders.  
This concludes my remarks.  I would be pleased to answer your questions.  
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U.S. Department of Justice 
Office of Legis lative Affairs 

Office of the Assistant Attorney General Washi11gtn11, D. C. 20530 

May 24, 2017 

The Honorable Paul Ryan 
Speaker 
U.S. House of Representatives 
Washington, DC 20515 

Dear Mr. Speaker: 

On behalf of the Administration, the Department of Justice is pleased to present 
for the consideration of the Congress a legislative proposal that would (1) provide for the 
legitimate needs of law enforcement agencies in the United States to obtain, through 
lawful process, electronic communications stored abroad that ;ire relevant to U.S. 
criminal investigations; and (2) help resolve potential conflicting legal obligations that 
U .S. electronic communications service providers ("service providers") may face when 
required to disclose electronic data by foreign govenunents investigating serious crime, 
including terrorism. · · 

The need for effective, efficient, and lawful access to electronic data in criminal 
investigations is paramount in the digital age. Obstacles to obtaining such electronic evidence 
jeopardize investigations into every category of criminal activity. A recent court decision has 
effectively hamstrung the ability of U.S. law enforcement to obtain data stored by U.S. 
communications service providers outside the United States. In J4ly 2016, the United States 
Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit held in Microsoft Corp. v. United States that section 
2703 of the Electronic Communications Privacy Act ("ECP A.1?) dqes not authorize our courts to 
issue and enforce warrants served on U.S. providers to obtain electronic communications stored 
abroad. If this decision stands, or is extended to other parts of the country, the United States 
would not have, under section 2703, access to data necessary to advance imp01i ant U.S. 
investigations that protect the safety of Americans. The Congress can address the ongoing and 
substantial damage to public safety caused by the Microsoft decision, and it should act swiftly. 
This legislative proposal is necessary to reinstate the pre-Microsoft status quo, when providers 
routinely complied with section 2703 warrants for data within their custody or control, even 
when stored outside the United States. 

The legislative proposal is also necessary to implement a potential bilateral 
agreement between the United Kingdom and the United States that would permit U.S. 
companies to provide electronic data in response to U.K. orders targeting non-U.S. 
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persons located outside the United States, while affording the United States reciprocal 
rights regarding electronic data of companies storing data in the United Kingdom. 

Foreign governments investigating criminal activities abroad increasingly require access 
to electronic evidence from U.S. companies that provide electronic communications services to 
millions of their citizens and residents. Often, such data is stored or accessible only in the 
United States, where U.S. law, including ECPA, limits the companies' ability to disclose it. 
Our companies may face conflicting legal obligations when foreign governments require them 
to disclose electronic data that U.S. law prohibits them from 'disclosing. This legal conflict can 
occur even though the request is made pursuant to lawful process in the foreign country, 
involves communications between foreign nationals abr9ad, and concerns criminal activities 
outside the United States with no relationship to this country other than the fact that the service 
provider stores the data in the United States. 

In addition to harming our allies' effo1ts to investigate ten-orism and other serious crimes, 
this puts our companies in a difficult position. Either they comply with a foreign order, and risk 
a violation of U.S. law, or they refuse to comply and risk violating foreign law. 

The Mutual Legal Assistance Treaty ("MLA T") process, which is an important but often 
labor-intensive mechanism for facilitating law enforcement cooperation, must contend with the 
challenges posed by significant increases in the volume and complexity of requests for assistance 
made to the United States in the Internet age. It typically tak~P months to process such requests, 
and foreign governments often struggle to understand an~ comply with U.S. legal standards for 
obtaining data, paiticularly content, for use in their inve~·tigations and prosecutions. As the 
number of requests for electronic data continues to grow as a 1:esult of the Internet's globalization 
of personal communications, governments with legitimate investigative needs face increasingly 
serious challenges in gaining efficient and effective access to such data. Reforming the MLAT 
process must remain a priority, but, at the same time, it is critical to find even more streamlined 
solutions for data held by and transmitted via service providers. 

The cunent situation is unsustainable. Some countries have begun to take enforcement 
actions against U.S. companies, imposing fines or even arresting company employees. If foreign 
governments cannot access data they need for legitimate law enforcement, including terrorism 
investigations, they also may enact laws requiring companies to store data in their territory. 
Such "data localization" requirements would only exacerbate conflicts of law, make Internet
enabled communications services less efficient, threaten important commercial interests, 
undermine privacy protections by requiring data storage in jurisdictions with laws less protective 
than ours, and ultimately impede U.S. Government access to data for its investigations. And, as 
the global market for Internet-related services expands, the U.S. Government increasingly will 
need effective and efficient access to electronic information stored or uniquely accessible abroad. 
Conflicts of law increasingly may pose an obstacle to such access. 
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The potential bilateral agreement with the United Kingdom and the Administration's 
legislative proposal not only would resolve legal conflicts for communications service providers 
located in the United Kingdom and the United States, and promote and protect the global free 
flow of information, but would establish a framework and standards that could be used to reach 
similar agreements with other countries whose laws provide robust protection of human rights, 
p1;ivacy, and other fundamental freedoms. It could thereby increase protections for privacy and 
civil libe1ties globally, as countries seeking to qualify for such agreements would need to 
demonstrate that their legal systems met these requirements . . 

Thej~gislatiye proposal achieves these priorjtie!? by r~quirjng the Attorney General, 
with the coµcurrence of the Secretary of State, t9 detennjne and cir#fy to, the Congress that 
foreigri pru1IJers have met obligations and commitments designed tq prot~~f privacy and civil 
libe1ti¢s. Orders i~sued by the foreign government mus( be ~'µbject to reyiew or oversight by a 
court, judge, magistrate, or other independent aµthority, Signific<'!ntly, foreign orders covered 
by thi~ legislation and the agreements it would authori~e would not pe p~rmitted to target U.S. 
perso11swherever they were located, o~ perso~i.-loc~t~d in th~t.Jnited States_ Procedures ru1d 
oversight would be required to ensure that this)ule was Jollq\Ved. · Morepyer, the 
Adrnin'istratipn would be required to notify th~ ·~ongr~s~ priol' to m,~king the required 
determ~nations. . - ; . . .. - . . · . ". 

However, in order for the United States to receive reciprocal penef1ts from such 
agreements, U.S. law must authorize law enforcement to obtain ele1/troni¢ data located abroad. 
This requires reinstating the pre-Microsoft status quo discus~e.!i above, difri,ng which providers 
routinely complied with section 2703 warrants for data within their.custoqy or control, even 
when stored outside the United States. It does not make sense to enter int6' agreements if U.S. 
law enforcement investigators cannot access or do no_t h&ve a4tho'rity to i,ici9:ess qata stored in the 
UX. or any other foreign jurisdiction covered by such ~n agreement. -. · '·. . '_ · . 

In SU!Jl, the proposed legislation would provide numerous penefits to the United States, 
including (1) removing barriers and conflicts for U.S. businesses; (2) protecting U.S. interests 
and citizens, and enhancing public safety; Q) ·e~suring recip1:ocal ;ccess ~o· data for U.S. 
investigations; ( 4) reducing data localization incentives; (5) ~educing the mutual legal assistance 
burden on U.S. government resources; and (6) encouraging improvement of global privacy and 
civil liberties protections. We urge the Congress to work with the Administration to pass 
legislation that would allow the United States to enter into and implement bilateral agreements 
that would achieve these important objectives. 
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Thank you for the opportunity to present this proposal. The Office of Management and 
Budget has advised us that enactment of this legislation would be in accord with the Program of 
the President. 

Sincerely, 

,...,._,.,..,-~,·- . ~~ 
amuel R. Ramer 
cting Assistant Attorney General 

Enclosures 

IDENTICAL LETTER SENT TO THE HONORABLE MICHAEL R. PENCE, PRESIDENT, 
UNITED STATES SENATE; THE HONORABLE CHARLES E. GRASSLEY, CHAIRMAN, 
COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY, UNITED STATES SENATE; THE HONORABLE 
DIANNE FEINSTEIN, RANKING MEMBER, COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY, UNITED 
STATES SENATE; THE HONORABLE ROBERT W. GOODLATTE, CHAIRMAN, 
COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY, U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES; AND THE 
HONORABLE JOHN CONYERS, JR. , RANKING MEMBER, COMMITTEE ON THE 
JUDICIARY, U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES. 



Legislation to Permit Secure and Privacy-Protective Access to 
Cross-border Electronic Data for Law Enforcement to Combat Serious 

Crime Including Terrorism 

Section 1: Short Title. 

This Act may be cited as the "_." 

Section 2: Congressional Findings and Purpose 

The Congress finds the following: 

(1) Timely ac9ess to electronic data held by 8!)1ruµunici:1.tjons-service providers 
is an eisenti~t component of gov6rnment ifforts to prpfect public safety and 
¢~mb~t ~erio~s crime, including terrorism. ,. -·' , ' . . 
-~ . . 

q) Fpr~ign &9yernmeµts c1,lso in.s~t'}sing;lr ~~ek ~pees~ fo el~f.!ronip H~ta held 

PY cqj)jinuni~4tions:-swvici prqyiders i~ · !h~ UniJ~d ~t~t,fS fpr 'the pµrpose of 
q¢mba\!fpg sirtous ·gri,me. ' ; · •. ·, · .. '.,: · (" · ' 
'· {- .·.': :,·:>: .: ... ·.,=" i ._._j ·· \ '· . . . . ' . . 

~4) C~trimui\i(;ations~~erv\c,Y pr~yj~yrs fa9~ pote9tial p.gpflict!ri Ieisal obliga
tions w4~n 4 foreigt\ goy~rnm;~pt_'prde~~ pr.oduqtion pf ele~rfonic data that 
United States law may proliibit pr.pyiders_frqw di~~lostiw. 
. 

i~~ 
-..~ .._ , . '. • ·, • • · ' ' J· . ·.·r 

f ~) Fprejgn m~/'.pre~Ji si~iI~dy c~B4.iptinij leg~i pbli~Afions when the 

l)nite~\~:tate$ ~§ve~fu:qent Rrderf ~rqduc~iqifof e(~ptron!f dat~)rat f.orfign law 

wohiBHf corruypni9~_tipns~~~rvi9(p,rovid~+~ froni .9iscl9~!ng. . · :· 
• 

. 
• •·- . • _., ·, -

' 
:- /. • •• .O:·_ . ,· -. • • · . ' • 

' ; ,._ . . 

(6) Int~rnational agreeinerits provide a mechanism for resolving these potential 

conflicting legal obligations where the United States and the 'relevant foreign 

government share a common commitment to the rule of law and the protection 

of privacy and civil liberties. 

(7) The purpose of this Act is to -

(a) clarify that U.S. law authorizes law enforcement to obtain electronic data 

under a provider's custody or control, even if the data is stored abroad; 
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(b) provide authority to implement international agreements to resolve po

tential conflicting legal obligations arising fr:om cross-border requests for the 

production of electronic data where the foreign government targets non-U.S. 
persons outside the United States in connection with the prevention, detection, 

investigation, or prosecution of serious crime; and 

( c) ensure reciprocal benefits to the United Statys of such international 

~gre~~ents. 

Sectf!)n 3: ;\mendments to Current Communi~atiqps L~nrs. 

(a) ~hapier.121 of Title 18, United States Code, ·is aJ..n,,~nd~q py adding a new sub-

sectj9n 27n as follows: . 

. . 

"A provider of wire or electronic communicatio.q· seryi~e qr remote computing 
~erv!p.e shl:lll comply with, the obligatio_ps of this .9,haBttr tcfpreserve, backup, or 
pisqJ9.se tlJ~ '9ontents of & wire 9r elecfro'nic ctjnµ11unipi:itiop wid illlY record or 
oth~r\nfqrm~tion pertairuii.g to"fl 

·;; -:• . 
customer o"r, iub'1>cri4er siich prqvider's 

. .-· ' . .. ·· ··~- -~- ,. .. . ' .•·- ·. -~:-~', . ,: 
wlth}n 

·. -.(' , )' •;•~ ' 

pos~¢ssiqµ;
. .,•. •. '· I , , 

·i:;ustqqy; 
.• .·. , · 

or cop.troJ; 
. , .. , ,,-

regardless 
• ,. :- \ 

of WJ.i~the:1Jucq'cpllll114n.icatiqn, 
" :·'•: 1· ' . , l. • ;'• .• -' ·\·' ( . ,. 

rec-
ordi gr o{n,~t infot~atiO\l_J~ lo~~ted wi!nin _ or ~µt~ide rhe lJ9ited ~ffltes.'~ ·. . 

• . •· . •~~ : _. ' . · •• \" . I , ' ,• .• . • 

(b) ppapter 119 of Title 1 ~, Un.fted ~tat7S Coqe, js alll§nde.? aqqjpg: 
. . . '1 . ..: .. : . • • - • .. - ; 

P
. 

Y 
·. · . , 

"It s.~1111 nqt be unlflwfil! undr~ tpjs chl:lpt~r for ~ prqyifier of electronic com

mwiicati9n servi~¢ to tl1e pµblig or r~Jnqie c9jnp4t.iµg service to intercept 

o{· 9is.clo~~ the 4~f tentg of £1 
~ 
wii~ 

tq ~
•' 

-~{ 
< •• t, • '• • ' • • •• 

or ~i~¢ironi\:}. 
, • S • ,, 

corrimunig~tirn 
• •· • I ~ • • • 

in response 

ord~r from ;~ 'forei&n goy~inn1erii ~s 4efi~~d i11 ~pd s4~Jy,ct to '1n agree-
·111~ii.t. that'the Attp:rney:):ren~i:'.~f bas . 9~tqmiq~d aq4 pe1tifj'~d tcr Gongress 
s~tiiffes 18 µ.s.c. § )qp(X:?-; . ,. . . ; . 

• . !, . . ~ - : 

(2) Replacing subsection 2520(d)(3) as follows: 

"a good faith determination that section 2511 (3 ), 2511 (2)(i), or 2511 (2)0) 

of this title permitted the conduct complained of;" 

(c) Chapter 121 of Title 18, United States Code, is amended by adding: 

(1) A new subsection 2702(b )(9) as follows: 
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"to a foreign government pursuant to an order from a foreign government 

· as defined in and subject to an agreement that the Attorney General has de

termined and certified to Congress satisfies 18 U.S.C. § XXXX."; 

(2) A new subsection 2702( c )(7) as follows: 

"to a foreign government pursuant to an order from a foreign government 

as defined in and subject to an agreement that the Attorney General has de

termined and certified to Congress satisfies 18 U.S.C. § XXXX."; 

(3,) 
. 

R~pJacing subse~tion 2707(e)(3) as foJlo\3/S: .. . - ' . ~ . . - . . 

"a good f1;1ith deter.rnination that section 2$11 (3), se9tipn 2JP2(b )(9), or sec

tiQt(P02(~).(7) 9fthis title permitted tl1e' conqµct cqmplai~~d of;" 
. , ,. • , • H _ • • • • • I : ••. : • : . : 

(d) Qhapter 206 of Title 1~, Uruted Stat~s Coqe; is arn{;nde,q py: 
! ' , ' • ,: . . • . : ·.- . • , -: -;· . '. :· . -

. . . . .:~_ . . ( .. __ .-

(1) 
: 

Adding to the 
.... 

end 
. 
·of subsection 

' 
3121 
' 

(a) 
- -·: 

as 
_, 

follows:
. t' , 

· . 

"or an ord~r from a foreign governmept as qefi~~d in and subject to an 

agr:e~ment 'that the Attorney.Q-enerai iia:~-dete~min~4 and c~rtified to Con-
gr~~s sati-sfi,es 18 U.S.C. § X~X- "; r··: ,•' _'< ~:-, 

._ ' . .,_ . ;:' . \ 

(2) Replacing sµbsectlon 3124(d) 
. 

~~ folio~~: 
·-: : "':; .- ' •. . • . ;. .-, . ·~·-··. -~ .. , .. 

"~o caus~ of acti~n ag'~inst ~ .p'rovid~r dtsclq~ing jpfonpafio,n under this 
cbapter.-' No CqUSe ofaction s}iall He. iri'~ny ff:mrt\:upiniii. any provider of 
a wjre or.el~ctro11}c communication s·e~~i~e, it~ offi2ir:·s, employees, agents, 

0/9.ther specified persons for p~oviding, ififorI11atior{fflcilities, or assistance 

it} ~bcordance with a court order under 'tpi~ ch~pter,. rnuest pursuant to sec

tipn 3125 of this title, or an order from &; for~ia;n iRyyrmppnt as defined in 
and subject to ari agreement that the Attorney b en~ral h~~ determined and 

certified to Congress satisfies 18 U.S.C. § XXXX." 

and 

(3) Replacing subsection 3124(e) as follows: 
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"Defense.-A good faith reliance on a court order under this chapter, a re
quest pursuant to section 3125 of this title, a legislative authorization, a stat

utory authorization, or a good faith determination that the conduct com

plained of was permitted by an order from a foreign government as defined 

in and subject to an agreement that the Attorney General has determined 
and certified to Congress satisfies 18 U.S.C. § XXXX, is a complete defense 

against any civil or criminal action brought unµer this chapter or any other -

law." 

Sectipn 4: :Jj;xecµJiye Agreements on Access t,:> :pata by :V~reign ~ovemments. 

Cha~ter · : . <.-:of i:itlf 18, Qnited States Code, is . ~meq~ed ~Y addi~~ a ne~ section 
xxzex as, fcil!oi:'~/ '. .. . ,· . ·: . !'. :;,: ,'. ; . 

' . . 

''(a) Ari executive agt,eeme11t governing acc~ss by~ for~Jgn gqvernment to data 

shbject·t~ Chapters i19, 121, and 206 of.thi~ Titl~ sh~ll satisfy this section if 

{beA!t9rrey General, with the concurrenc~ pf the ~FCr~t~r-y of~tate, determines 
;m.d certifies to Congress that: · · · · :_. · ·· ·'. ; · 
·;. . . 

( ~} TJ-ie dpt?f.esti~ l/lw of the f~reign gq~e,rnrtjf pt, trwludi!}&, fhe implemen

tatig~ of t~~t law\ ~ffo~ps ro~_}}S! substiipfive <P}P prR~~dur~r prot~~tions for 
prj:v~cy anq pivil liberties in,li,~M of the:~ata 9-qllectj()p aqq ~ctiv!,ties of the 

f qry.1gn ggv~rnment th~! will· p~ ~µbj e9t to the ~sreem~nt, }ir,qyideij ·that such 

a ~,et,~rmipat,lon under this s~4~Jon. tak~ in!P ac~8unt/~~ appr~pria!~, credible 
inforinatioh. and expert input; and' that the' factors to b,f). consid~recf in''making 

s~sh a def~nnination iq~lude ~hethei: th'e.:for~Jin g9y¥rtm1~~1t: ·, , 
. . . '• .. . - . ~ ..... •. .. . , . , . . . . ' . 

(i) hai a,deq;ate s~pstarttive· and· piopedur,al l~w~ on qybercrime and 

electrbnic e{idence: as demonstrated tJ1roJgh ad9~ssiq~ to the Budapest 
Conve~tion ·on Cybercrime,· or throug~ do~:estig· laws ·that are consistent 

with definitions and the requireni~nt.~' set lortq'•: i~ Chapters I and II of 
that Convention; · ·. · ' '· 

(ii) demonstrates respect for the rule of law and principles of non-dis

.crimination; 

(iii) adheres to applicable international human rights obligations and 

commitments or demonstrates respect for international universal human 

rights (including but not limited to protection from arbitrary and unlaw

ful interference with privacy; fair trial rights; freedoms of expression, 

association and peaceful assembly; prohibitions on arbitrary arrest and 
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detention; and prohibitions against torture and cruel, inhuman, or de
grading treatment or punishment); 

(iv) has clear legal mandates and procedures governing those entities of 

the foreign government that are authorized to seek data under the exec
utive agreement, including procedures through which those authorities 

. .' . : '· 

collect, retain, use, and share data, and effectiv~ of ov~rsight of these 
. . ·_. , .. ; -:. \ . ~-.' ." 

~ctivities; · · · ,, · • 

:· \ 

(v) has sufficient mechanisms to provide a~coupt~biliP.7 ~nd ,ppropr~~Je 
transparency regarding the governrn~nt'~ coll~q!ion :!lnfi U§@· gf el~c-
tronic data· and · · '· · 

,• - ' 

<.>.
! · 

' 
' 

·. (vi) demonstrates 
' 

a commitment to prqmql~ aq4 prot~qt the global free 
flow of information and the open, distribut~P., a1)tj .jnter~pnnected nature 
qfth~·'lptern~t-. , .:·. · · · · ' •. 

(2) The fqreign'.~~verrµnent:has adcipt~g appfPPri?it@ p1w:~µures to mini

izjii,~ the .a~quisiti'~n, r~tentf~tt, ~nd disi~µiin~tion 9,f infqfn{;itiort: s;:pncern-
i11g Tinite{ States persqns subjeci tot~~ ·~greement; ind ,--... : ;: . ,· 

.~· : . . . : ·. .·-" ·, · '. . _· · ...... ) : ·, . 

q) The ag~~emii1t req~ires the _follow!µ~ with res1wrt to pnier~ '~ppject to 
the agreement: · "· . .· . · · ; · · · ·· . . · · ··'. 

• • :· . • ■ 

. (i) The.foreign govermnent may not. in,tentipnalJy targ~t jl United States 

person or a person focated in the Unit~p St~tes, ~q mu,s,t adopt targeting 
procedures de.~igne~ to mi.et this ~eqµjrelllint; ·, ''; ' . ' 

·. . . . · . ..... : . ,, ' 

(ii) The foreign gov~rm1fe~t 
~ 

µiay not targ~t 
t: 

a npl}
•• .• 
- Unit~cl States person . . . -., .. _ •'• ;, .. :i' . . .' . . :- (. . • • i , . .' 

l()cated:outsiq<:! the pnited ~tates ifthy puryosci j~ to opt~in information 

conc~r.,ptiig i:1. Unit~d States pers~n ,Qf a P;rrsop locat~d in the United 
~iate~'/ ' . / ··. . :., · ~-, · · · · · ·. . 

' ' 

(iii) The fordgn government may not issue an order at the requests of 
or to obtain information to provide to the United States government or 

a third-party government, nor shall the foreign govermnent be required 
to share any information produced with the United States government 

or a third-party govermnent; 
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(iv) Orders issued by the foreign government must be for the purpose of 
obtaining information relating to the prevention, detection, investigation, 

· or prosecution of serious crime, including terrorism; 

(v) Orders issued by the foreign government must identify a specific 

person, account, address, or personal device, or <1!1Y other specific iden

tifier as the object of the Order; 

(vi) Orders issued by the foreign government niust lw in CQ~n,pliahce 
with . the domestic law of that country, and. {lny pqjigatfo:n 

qf 
. . . . ,-,• 

for :
,
fl-1~j-oviqer 

. ' 

an el~ctronic c01mnunications servtce Of a re91pte 9prpputing service 
tq prqgµce data shall derive solely froµi tl1at law;. . 

(vii) 9-rders 1~sued by the foreign governrryept rrp.rnt be ll~sed on require

tp:ent~ . for a ·i:~asonable justification 9ase4· on ~tiicul~p.Je and credible 
facts, mt~ticuJarity, legality, and severity reg;u-dipg the i;'qifduct under in-
... ~ -~ .. . . . . ~ ~-,.: ; ·::· .. , -: ' 

yestig~tion; ·. ·. . . . . · · .' ·. :: : 

(viii) Qr~ers !~sued by the foreign govyrnrµ~nt rn1-tst b~ ~H?jeql !Preview 

qr ov~r~ight qy a court, judg7, magiitt:ate, p.r otr~f ind~pendP.fit author-
ity; "· ·. . . ; . : .· .· .. ··· .. \' ·:' 

(ix) qiqers i~~ued by the for~ign goy7rnm~pt for fhe i11}~r9ept}on of wire 
or elec~onic:·communicad?,frs, and ariy e~wnsiqp~ th~r~pf, must be for 

a fixecl, limif~d duration; iriterceptiqp µiay !11st n~ longer than is reason
<;tbly 11ecessar.y to aicomplish the ap1frov~ct purp9ses. 9.f the order; and 

p;ders ~ay p~ly bf"issu~4\vher~ !hi( saini infqrinatttj:l} could not rea
~onabh; be op~~ine4 by ~n~ther les.s iµtru~jve 111ittiod:: > . 

• - .' ·: • • :➔: ~ • • • • • i : . . : 

(~) Orgirs is~ued by the foreign g~v,~~n.mept m&r ~ot b~ Hsed to infringe 
fi:eedom·· of ~pee ch; . . . . . 

(xi) The foreign government must prompfly reyiew all material col-
. . .. 

lected pursuant to the agreement and store any unreviewed communica-

tions on a secure system accessible only to those trained in applicable 

procedures; 

(xii) The foreign government must segregate, seal, or delete, and not 

disseminate material found not to be information that is, or is necessary 

to understand or assess the importance of information that is, relevant 

to the prevention, detection, investigation, or prosecution of serious 
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crime, including terrorism, or necessary to protect against a threat of 

death or seriously bodily harm to any person; 

(xiii) The foreign government may not disseminate the content of a 
communication of a U.S. person to U.S. authorities unless the commu
nication (a) may be disseminated pursuant to Section 4(a)(3)(xii) and 
(b) relates to significant harm, or the threat thereof, to the United 

States or U.S. persons, including but not nn1iteq t~ crimes involving 
national 

• 
security such as terrorism, signifi~?,nt 

• 
yiqlent 

• r 
crime

• 
, child ex-

ploitation, transnational organized crime, qr significant financial fraud. 

(xiv) The foreign government must affotq recip~9.cal rights of data ac
cess, to include, where applicable, r~µioving restrictions on communi

pation_; servke providers and thereby all~w th~~n to r~spond when the 

Ynitefl States government_orders proquctip.p of~lfctrp~~c data that for
eign l~-»7 w~uld otherwise prohibit_'comrminic~fams~~~fvice providers 
f;om dj~~losfrig; · ·· ' · · · · · · · · · 

. . ,· .. ,' 

(?{v) Th{; fo;ejgn govern~ent must agree tR periqqic rtyiew of its com

p}ianc{wit~ 'tlie tetins ofthe agreem~nt th~.\Jnitif States govern-. . . . . ,. . ' ~ . . ~ . ,., . 
PY 
. . ·' ·- . . 

qient; ~d · · · 

(xvi) The U!).ityd St~tes goy~rnme.nt rµust r.~serv~ the right to render the 

agree11:~nt inippli~f1ble as tp ~ny ;~de.r for whi~h il concludes the agree-
ment may ng(properly be fovoked, . .· . . 
.. · . ,• · .' ~ ,. . : -~ . . 

(b.) A determin~tion q;: certjficati'~m mady by the 1ttorn~y G~p~ral under sub

~~ctio11 (a) shall not ~6. subject to Judicial o~ p.pministr<lti;e 
. . . . . ' · - . ·. • . , :· :•. · :-: 

reviiw. 
·· 1·:,·• 

, · . 

(9) The Attorgey G~neral shall provide nqriq: to tp.e ~u4iciary fommittees of 
tµe Sen~te andJhe House, and the Fpreig.i} R~latipps Cprrimitt~e of the Senate, 
i:iJ;d th~ foreign Affairs Committee ~f the· Hqµse ~p days .. pri6{to making a de
termination under s'ubsection (a) of .his int~nt to' do so·. Any determination or 
certification under subsection (a) regarding an executive· agreement under this 

section and _any termination of such an agreement, shall be published in the 

Federal Register as soon as is reasonably practicable. 

( d) The Attorney General, with the concurrence of the Secretary of State, shall 
renew a determination under subsection (a) every five years. In the absence of 

such a renewal, the agreement will no longer satisfy this section. 
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( e) As used in this section, "United States person" means a citizen or national 
of the United States, an alien lawfully admitted for permanent residence (as 
defined in section 10l(a)(20) of the Immigration and Nationality Act), an unin
corporated association a substantial number of members of which are citizens 
of the United States or aliens lawfully admitted for permanent residence; or a 
corporation that is incorporated in the United States." 

Section 5: Rule of Construction. 

Nothing in this Act shall be construed to preclude any foreign authority from ob
taining assistance in a criminal investigation or prosecution pursuant to Section 
3512 of Title 18, United States Code, Section 1782 of Title 28, United States Code, 

• • • • ~ I '!·: • : . . : , 

or a~ otherwise provided by law. · 
• I • :.{ ~ 

I , 
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Section-by-Section Analysis of Legislation to Permit Secure and 
Privacy-Protective Access to Cross-border Electronic Data for Law 

Enforcement to Combat Serious Crime Including Terrorism 

The need for effective, efficient, and lawful access to electronic data in 
criminal investigations is paramount in the digital age. Obstacles to obtaining 
such electronic evidence jeopardize investigations into every category of criminal 

activity. A recent decision of the United States Court of Appeals for the Second 
Circµit, Mi9rosoft v. United States, 829 F.3d 197 (2d' Cir. 2016), has effectively 

ham~pung th~ ability of U.S. law enforcement to obtaip_ data stored by U.S. 
~onfumn{e\'!tions §~rvice providers outside thel))litec{Stat~~- The United States 

is npf aldiw -~rt se~lcing to obtai~ electr9nic eyicl~nce ~fpreq qµ.tside its territory. 
C01mtries. -~round_'the world rely on datll· held by' T). S. 9-pmpwpications service 

proy,°!der~ t~ protect their legitimate i~vl enfor~~~ent ~pd P½p.lic safety interests. 
How~ver, 1).S. el.ectronic communications setvi~~ prqvideii face potentially 

,""'' ' J ·.• .• ,' i ,' - • . . •, , ">: ;' f ., .•: 
~onflicting legal obligations when a foreign goye.rmn~pt s~rves 

l 

them with legal 
proc~ss r¢~µiring th,e production of electroni~ data th~t U.SJaw may prohibit 
f ··; . ,_;,·· • 

T.~~ 
~ . -- ·. ·,: . · · . ,.,..- ~ ;'.[ .\\·:~ 

theijt from asquirtng or disclosing. _propq~eg le&i§latiq~ ·seeks targeted 
ameµdment~ to Title III of the Omnib~~ Crim~ ·cpntrql ang §Flfe Streets Act (the 

Wire.tap A9t), the Stored Comniunicat.fqps Act(".~CJ\l'), and Chapter 206 of Title 

18 (tµe Pi~Trap Statute) _to ( 1) proyict:i for ~hf l~pitiinfite n~~ds 6:'f iaw 

~nfqrcem~l-tagen£iis in tge Uµited -~t~!~s to P: P!~in, jprou~h. lawf~l process, 
~lec#onic ~8P1mt.1nicatioµs stored abr.g~~ th4t ~r.~ reliyanf!p U.S/ 9).:iminal 
lnv~_~tigat,i~~s; and (2) reduce the ch~i1c~ that pr~yid~f 

__ 

P. 
: 

pe c~iight in 
' ·:, . . ' . ~ wUJ. 

. .. ) -~ ~ . •. . ' ' ~ ~:.: 

~onflictiqg qpligations between U.S. and foreignJawfpy aUqwing'service 
'· /.,•· ·' ': 

t9 
~·, ·· · . .. -~ . ,_;,, ,;"' · _. :-: , ? .. (~ \, .. ~_-~1-._ 

prov,jder~ fnten:ept, access, and discl~se c_qrmn~nic,~tio11~' 9ont~11f and metadata 
in r$,~jJOns·i t9 an''oi:der from a foreign "gqver11!P.p.~t, if i~at Qrf}er f,N't~ within the 
scop~ of an executive agreement that tlie. Attor~iy G~q'eral, With tlie concurrence 
pf t4¢ Sebr~tary of State, has deterrrifri~-d, and"6i~ifie~i' to Ci:mgre,$.l meets several 

~ta~iory ~6riditi6ns. Among those conditions i's the ~iquir~ment 't4at the foreign 
order not target any U.S. person or any person fo~ated'in tiie'°Unit6d States. In 
addition, the Attorney General must ce1tify that the law of the foreign govermnent 

provides robust protections for privacy and civil liberties. The legislation also 
provides a complete bar to civil and criminal liability for violations of the statutes 
if the providers acted in good faith reliance on such foreign orders, in parallel to 
existing provisions of law establishing such liability protection for good faith 

reliance on U.S. orders. The proposed legislation also ensures that U.S. law 
enforcement will be able to obtain reciprocal benefits of such executive 
agreements by clarifying that U.S. law authorizes law enforcement to obtain 

electronic data located abroad. 
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Section 2 sets forth congressional findings and the purpose of the proposed 
legislation-. in particular, to clarify that U.S. law authorizes law enforcement to 
obtain electronic data under a provider' s custody or control, even if the data is 
stored abroad, and to provide authority to implement executive agreements that 
resolve potential conflicting legal obligations arising from cross-border requests for 
the production of electronic data where a foreign government targets non-U.S. 
persons outside the United St~tes in connection with 

· ' \ 

the prevention, detection, 
. ' . . 

investigation, or prosecution of serious crime, if that fore~gn government and the 
United States share a common commitment to th~ rul:~ ;of liw and the protection of 
priv,acy and civil liberties. .. . / . 

Subsectioif-3(a) amends the.Stored CQmrounip1tiop~ A.ct by clarifying that 
u.s, pornniµnications providers' obligations t~ pres,~ive, . k~~lrnp, or disclose the 
conty,nts of data. extend·_t<;> all data ~ jJp.in thi proviqprs ' possession, custody, or 
conti:ol, ¢yen if such dati is )ocat~.l9,¥tsidi rfi~ United §'rates. This provision 
cladtes th~t u.s·: law authori:z;es U;$, law ¢..pfcncem~nt tp. p.btain electronic data 
und~r a provider' s custody or conttbl, ~even)(the ~i;ita i~ ~tored abroad, which 
ensqres t}nfoly a#~~ss t~ eleotronic,<4~i~ in?~fiminaJ\nv~stfaati9ns for U.S. law 

. . . ,• . ·., . -~·..,r ·,• . • ""\'-:; . ~ ~·- , : .,.,,. ,.., ': . ·-· . . :t : . , • , ._' . 

~nfo,tce~e.n! wh~n Jhat g_afa i~ peld,:§y''~ U.~·i ·P,fpvid~r, aqq a.lsoJ nsures that U.S. 
Jaw:·_enf~rq~I,neqr ·' ~an Ji4in · "ihe r~{hif oca! }~befit~ of ~?Cec~iive agreements 
auth,qriz~~ ti:11def~ectiotl · ; < .,c.· ' ··, ' · · ., ·. 

~ . . . , •. ·,. .,;"r; "J 

Subsection · 3(b)(l) amend~ the, Wir~t~p ARt by ~dding ~ additional 
exception to· the general prohibition -~n ac~~§$fng rral-t+me wire or electronic 
communications. The exception perinits interceptioq iuid tj:i~closure to respond to 
a for~ign order made pursuant to an e~_~"Ruti v.e i&;ee111int tQ~!· the Attorney General 
has determined and certified tq Congr¢~s s~H~:tj~s ~ ~ep&rMe statutory provision 
(section 4). Subsection 3(b )(2). amei1d~Jhe 
. ' . .•. •·' .... >7 ·: 

W,irit~p 
.

/4.Jt to ~~tablish that good faith 
. - , .:· .,. 'l ) . : :·• . 

reliapce 
,.__ 

op 
.'_. 

such 
-
an 
-~-·-~ 

order 
. . :: 

is a ~~mpl_~tfq_~feq~~ ~~ain~t any gfvil qt_criminal action. 
~t, .A~:: Y:~~:t}_~,:,i ~-: ... _r>- - . :·: 

Subsecticfos 3(c)(l) an~ p) siJni.!~rly a.qd ~dditfpnal exceptions to the SCA's 
general prohibition on accessing and disclosing stored communications and 
customer data (18 U.S.C. §§ 2702(b) and 2702(c), respectively) to respond to a 
foreign order pursuant to an executive agreement that meets the requirements of 
section 4. Subsection 3( c )(3) similarly amends the SCA to establish that good faith 
reliance on such an order is a complete defense against any civil or crhninal.action. 

Subsection 3(d)(l) amends the Pen/Trap Statute to permit the installation of 
a pen register or a trap-and-trace device to respond to a foreign order pursuant to 
an executive agreement that meets the requirements of section 4. Subsections 
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3(d)(2) and 3(d)(3) amend the Pen/Trap Statute to bar criminal and civil causes of 
actions under the Pen/Trap Statute that stem from good-faith compliance with such 

a foreign order. 

Section 4 creates a new section in Title 18 setting forth requirements for 
executive agreements such that foreign government orders covered by them would 
fall within the exceptions laid out in section 3. Subsection 4(a) establishes that an 
executive agreement will satisfy the statutory requirements_ of th_~ new section if 
three conditions are met. · · .·· · '( ' 

First, per subsection 4(a)(l), and taking into aq;ount, - as appropriate, 
credible information and expert input, the Attqrn'~y Q~ne1'.ai, with the co~currence 
of the Secretary of State, must determine and c6J1:ify to Congre~s that the foreign 
government's domestic law, in light of the <lat; c~lle9tion '.~nd activities subject to 
the executive agreement, affords. robust substantive <'!-q~ p1:o~edural protections for 
privacy and civil liberties, including by · ·; · · · 

(i) having adequate substantive and proc~µurc}1 law!? on pybercrime and 
electronic evidence, as demonst_~atec(t~~rngb acq~i~ion fo. the Budapest 
Convention on Cybercrime, or through. 4om~~tic }<'J.}YS tq~f are: :<;onsistent 
with definitions and th~ reql'.li~•~~ents·-~effo1iij\n ~~~pte;{l anq··jl of that 
Convention; ·.. :" • '. · · · _; -;, :. 

(ii) demonstrating respect for the rule of hnv ap.q prhigiples of non-
discrimination; ,, ·-. - · 

(iii) adhering to applicable interhatiorial lml1]-~ rights obligations and 
commitments or demonstrating respect for itjt~rn<'l,h~nal universal human 
rights (including but not limited to pi6te~tio11'rro~ arbitrary and unlawful 
interference with privacy; ·fair trial ·flght~i: frq~goms 

on 
of expression, 

assodation and .P~~cetw asse~bly; prdqibitjqns arqitrary arrest and 
. ' .' • ...::. .:t"'~';_.i't; • , .. -J, ' . • • • -; • ,. • • ' f. , ... · · .. . : - . - ,1 • • . • 

_ det,~p.~1on; __ ~Bd PWQ_Jb1t1Rrs ai!:l~~t tort~(~ ;md $ruei,. p:ih~P:M, or ?egradmg 
· tre~tin.ent qi;. pun\~hJTietjt}; · · · .·: · · . · · 

(iv) in~l~ding ~l~ar 1~;~-~l rrilhdatis 'nd procedures.governing thos/;ntities of 
the foreign government that are authorized to seek data under the executive 
agreement, including procedures through which those authorities collect, 
retain, use, and share data, · and effective of oversight of these activities; 

(v) having sufficient mechanisms to provide accountability and appropriate 
transparency regarding the government's collection and use of electronic 

data; and 
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(vi) demonstrating a commitment to promote and protect the global free flow of 

information and the open, distributed, . and interconnected nature of the 

Internet. 

Secqnd, per subsection 4(a)(2), the Attorney General, with the concurrence 

of the Se~retary of State, must determine and certify jo 
' 

Congress 
. . . . 

that 
. 

the foreign 

government has adopted appropriate procedurys to min.imize the acquisition, 

retentioni·a.nd dissemination of any information 9on~yrning l).S. nirsons obtained 

tlrro~gh ttii ~xecu~ive agreement. Specific proc.edufos wiH' be iisreed upon and 
lldopted as p~ cif-each executive agreement, : .··. . . . . , ., 

. .. . . :~ . . ·. 
· Tpircl, per subsection 4(a)(3), the Attorney Gen~ral, with the concurrence of 

. • •,/ ' ..,_ • I • • • .._ • • ~••<; ( • :,.' • .'' -

the ~ecretary of State, must determine and cei-tify 
I 

) , .. ·• •' .. , . . . . ·•·: -
to ~pngn;;s~ 

( 

that, with respect to 
. - .. 

orders issued pursuant to the executive agreem~nt1 the ~xecµtiye agreement requires 

that 

(i) the foreign government may not ipte11tio.n!tllY t€1Iget ~ l].S. ·person or person 

located in the United St~ites, ang__must ~dpPt t~ygetirM pro~~~ures to ensure 
such targeting does not Q!,:;cuq · ·. · · ' · ' ,,;/. · 

(ii) the' (oreign government may hot hrrget {l
0

119n-l.J.S, Pfrspn lo9ited outside the 
United States if the putpose . is, to obtllfn inf9.rm~ti911 cphcerning a U.S. 
person or a person locat~d in the Unit~~-§tates;. :· . . 

(iii) the foreign government i'uay ~~t i~sue ~µ prder ~t the request of or to obtain 

information to provide.Jo the.·•,Yniteq)3.t€)tes ~overnment or a third-party 

gove.rnme.i1t, and,.,;;the ,f()reigq i.~ven~~~ht 9ffiIDOf be required to share 

info1:ipation..with th'i ut:lHed s·t~te~ goyhJHPent ·~>r a ~hjrd-party government; 
, ' Hf · : ', • • • • ,, , , 

(iv) the f(!reign. gov~r.oment 01:q~f~ . mu~t. ~~ fqi th~ ·. purppse of obtaining 

infor~atio;i . relatt~g 'tq thl ipreve.n.tibp, ~rtectip,n, j~yestigation, or 
prqS(:)CUtio~ ~f s~~io.us crime,. inch,iding t~~rori~pi; . . . ' ... 

(v) for~i,&n gove.rnm~~t or4;rs 111:~~/iarg~t J 0~pe;ific n~rion, ~~;¢aunt, address,_ 
or personal device'"c.1r any othei· specific· kientifier (i, ~:, m~y not engage in 
bulk collecti~n); · · ·· · · :.· , ·: ·• , ' · · · · 

(vi) foreign government orders must be issued in compliance with the foreign 

country's domestic law, and any obligation for a provider to produce data 

derives solely from that foreign government's law; 

(vii) foreign government orders must be based on requirements for a reasonable 

justification based on articulable and credible facts, paiiicularity, legality, 

and severity regarding the conduct under investigation; 

(viii) foreign government orders must be subject to review or oversight by a comi, 

judge, magistrate, or other independent authority; 
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(ix) foreign government orders for the interception of wire or electronic 
communications, and any extensions thereof, must be for a fixed, limited 
duration; interception may last no longer than is reasonably necessary to 
accomplish the approved purposes of the order; and orders may only be 
issued where that same information could not reasonably be obtained by 
another less intrusive method; 

(x) foreign government orders may not be used to infringe freedom of speech; 

(xi) the foreign government must promptly review all material collected pursuant 
to the agreement and store any umeviewed communications on a secure 
system accessible only to those trained in applicable procedures; 

(xii) the foreign government must segregate, seill, or delete, and not disseminate 
material found not to be inforn:iation t~~t i~, od~ n~c~s,sary to understand or 
asse~s the importance of information- that is,. releva,nt tp the prevention, 

det~~tion, investigation, ~r p(p~~.iutio~ ~fieriq41> critp~, in9lµ~ing terrorism, 
or n~cessa!_y to p_r.otect igairis(~· fhrec:it. pfµeath or $~T,iousJ_y· ~odily harm to 

. .., ... ,. ·~ . ' 

any 
;-._ . ,, . ~. ,.-. 

person; · 

(xiii) the foreign government may pqt disseintmite 
u:s:

tl19 coqt~nt of a 
': communication of a· U.S'i pe~shrito · aµ,thodties unless the 

coinpmnication (<;l) may be d1s~hi1inate4 pµrs~~µt to Section 4(a)(3)(xii) 
. · ·l•'.J'.-. .,:;.•· harm, · ,$' ·: · :•· · •·'1 ·. · 

and (b) relates to significant or the tb.reat thereof, to the United States .. . - .. ,. ., .. ,.. , ;• .. . ·' 
or U.S. persons, including buf+1J~t limigd·to c~!n1es 

) 

involving national 
security such as terrorism, 

.,,,.' .. ,,., 

significant 
,, .. , , • 

yiol~nt 
V , \ 

crjme, 
' •• 

child exploitation, 
transnational organized 2~im;; ~fr' signific~µt fi'11a,nciil fraud. 

(xiv) the foreign gover~ent·~~ust a.ff9rd r,~<i,l~rocaj.rig~t~· ·of qata access to the 
· United States governme~t; · · · ,,. ' .'.· ,. ·., ,-.. ' 

- -•. , ' , . ·j-1 

(xv) the fqreign @verg91ent rriust ~g1:~e to P.·etiodic r~view. pf it~ ~pmpliance with 
· the te~s ofthe ~~~~utiye agre~-tj}ent ~)(tb~ ut~· goy~rn111~pt; and 

· -• · ' "· ,. : ' . ' . 

(xvi) the, U.S. goven~ment gmst r~~~rve 'tli.~· right tci. render the executive 
agreement inapplic~ble as to ariy ~rder {Q:r wht~h it concludes the executive . . . ~ ' ·,. 

agreement may not properly be invoked. · 

Subsection 4(b) provides that a determination or certification made by the 
Attorney General under subsection 4(a) shall not be subject to judicial or 

administrative review. 

Subsection 4(c) requires the Attorney General to give 60 days' notice to the 
Senate and Bouse judiciary and foreign affairs committees prior to making a 
subsection 4(a) determination or certification. The Attorney General must also 
publish any such determination or any termination of an executive agreement 
satisfying section 4 in the Federal Register as soon as is reasonably practicable. 
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Subsection 4( d) requires that the Attorney General, with the concurrence of 
the Secretary of State, renew a country's determination of eligibility for an 
executive agreement satisfying section 4 every five years. Absent such a renewal, 

the executive agreement will no longer satisfy Section 4. 

Subsection 4(e) provides a definition of "United States person" for use in 

the new Title 18 section. 

Section 5 establishes that nothing in the legislation precludes any foreign 
government from obtaining assistance in a criminal investigation or prosecution 
through other previously existing processes, such as -mutual legal assistance 

requests. 
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